GALLERY LENGTH 'L' (7' OR 12' TYP)

6" CURB

EXP. JOINT DOWEL

8½" CURB

2'-0"

VARIES

6'-6"

PLATE

B

6'-6"

VARIES

6'-6"

PRECAST CURB—OPENING INLET PER DETAIL 271

GALLERY LENGTH 'L' PER PLAN 
(7' OR 12' TYPICAL)

BLOCKOUT PRECAST INLET TOP 
FOR CAST-IN-PLACE GALLERY

¾" x 16" ANCHOR BOLT
1 EA. FOR 6"-LONG GALLERY
2 EA. FOR 11"-LONG GALLERY

GALLERY FLOWLINE

PROFILE

SM

24"

FACE ANGLE:

L 3½" x 3½" x 3/8"

4½"

4½"

VARIES, 15" MIN AT 
DOWNSTREAM END

WIRE MESH REINF. & FACE ANGLE ANCHORS 
BY MANUFACTURER

FIBERGLASS FORM

6"

VARIES, 12" MIN AT 
DOWNSTREAM END

APPROVED GALLERY MODELS:
1. OLDCASTLE MODEL 6Y OR 12Y.
2. OTHER AS APPROVED BY THE CITY ENGINEER

SECTION THROUGH GALLERY

NOTES:
1. THIS DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH DETAIL 271.